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Greetings, all

Not sure what there is to say that hasn’t been said.

- Prior to the game, Larry Drew said, among other things, he wanted the team to score in transition, rebound, 

move the ball on offense and not focus so much on the Big Three that the other players beat you. Well, the 

Hawks did one of those things.

- The Hawks scored 18 fast-break points, 10 in the inconsequential fourth quarter. They rarely made much of 

an effort to run after Heat misses or turnovers. They were out-rebounded 50-27. Part of that is due to the fact 

that Miami didn’t give them many chances to rebound, but 50-27 is kind of hard to explain away. Josh Smith 

and Al Horford combined for six rebounds. Smith was out chasing LeBron James, so that explains maybe 

part of it, but Horford’s three rebounds is a season low. Jason Collins had one.

The ball didn’t move well, again.

“Miami’s a solid defensive team,” Drew said. “They do a great job, particularly on the first side of the offense. 

You have to force them to shift their defense and then you have to attack. We didn’t do that. Once the ball 

came out, we settled again for three’s.”

- Damien Wilkins showed up, playing physical defense on James. He was 6-for-8 from the field and had 14 

points, nine before the fourth quarter.

“To me, it felt or seemed like we were conceding the fact that [James] was making shots,” he said. “He was 

way too comfortable pulling up for jump shots, coming down and just doing whatever he wanted to do, just 

showing way too much respect. … I think we could have done a better job showing a little bit more resistance.”

- Hawks have lost 17 games by 10 or more points, which is more than they permitted either of the past two 

seasons.

Horford: “We’re going through a real rough patch right now. We’re going to keep fighting and we have to figure 

it out.”

- Through the first three quarters, the Hawks were 5-for-22 on shots from 16 feet or longer – not counting 

Jamal Crawford’s first half-ending heave – including one stretch when they missed 13 straight in the second 

and third quarters. They were 3-for-21 before Jeff Teague and Wilkins hit long jumpers at the end of the third.

“We got off to a good start, I think,” Horford said. “We kind of lost our focus in the second quarter. After that, we 

just couldn’t get back in it.”

- Ineffective nights for Joe Johnson and Crawford. Johnson was 4-for-8 for nine points and Crawford was 0-

for-4 for zero points. It’s Crawford’s first scoreless game since the final game of the 2006-2007 season, when 
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he played half a minute after coming back from a broken ankle. As was noted by some posters, he was minus-

26 in 24 minutes. Crawford has been having his best shooting month, percentage-wise, since December, but 

obviously a rough night.

While we’re at it, Horford was minus-27 in 29 minutes and Smith was minus-31 in 27 minutes. Interestingly, 

would you believe Bosh had a better plus/minus than James (32 to 23)? Wilkins was plus-10.

- Hawks have had fewer free throws than their opponent for the past seven games. After playing largely 

exceptional defense in the first nine games of the Kirk Hinrich era – 42.8 percent – the Hawks let Denver and 

Miami shoot 53.5 percent in the past two games and 50 percent from 3-point range.
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